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The Six-Minute Solution

The Graphite Reactor is the oldest nuclear reactor in the world. It was built in only eleven 

(months). It was part of the Manhattan (project). The Manhattan project was a large (World)

War II project. It was created (to) produce the world’s first atomic (weapons). The graphite is

located in Oak (Ridge), Tennessee. 

In 1942, something important happened at (the) university of Chicago. It was a (self-)

sustained nuclear reaction. This event inspired (the) Idea of the Graphite Reactor. At (the)

Graphite Reactor, scientists made the first (Plutonium) used to create a nuclear weapon. (The)

Graphite Reactor became the model for (other) plutonium reactors. 

After World War II, (the) Graphite Reactor began to make radioisotopes. (Radioisotopes) are

used for military purposes. They (are) also used in science, medical, and (technology)

programs. The Graphite Reactor became the (world)’s major producer of nonmilitary

radioisotopes. (The) reactor sent its first shipment of (radioisotopes) in 1946. It was sent to a 

(special) hospital in St. Louis, Missouri. The (hospital) was the Bernard Free Skin and 

(Cancer) Hospital. The Graphite Reactor was also (used) to research the effects of radiation 

(on) matter. 

The Graphite Reactor was used (from) 1943 to 1963. during those twenty years, it (made)

many important contributions. The graphite Reactor (was) named a National Historic land mark

(in) 1966. It was open to the public (in) 1968. for many years, visitors enjoyed visiting (the)

Graphite Reactor site. After September 11, 2001, however, (access) was closed for security

reasons. 
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The Graphite Reactor is the oldest nuclear reactor in the world. It was built in only eleven 

(months, for, louis). It was part of the Manhattan (missouri, model, project). The Manhattan

project was a large (World, university, reasons) War II project. It was created (inspired, to,

reactor) produce the world’s first atomic (reaction, weapons, built). The graphite is located in

Oak (contributions, Ridge, bernard), Tennessee. 

In 1942, something important happened at (cancer, radiation, the) university of Chicago. It

was a (self-, scientists, used) sustained nuclear reaction. This event inspired (used, a, the)

Idea of the Graphite Reactor. At (the, create, radioisotopes) Graphite Reactor, scientists

made the first (Plutonium, access, was) used to create a nuclear weapon. (Special, Project,

The) Graphite Reactor became the model for (other, graphite, on) plutonium reactors. 

After World War II, (the, twenty, matter) Graphite Reactor began to make radioisotopes. (A,

Those, Radioisotopes) are used for military purposes. They (are, it, weapons) also used in

science, medical, and (technology, war, shipment) programs. The Graphite Reactor became

the (reactor, world, radiation)’s major producer of nonmilitary radioisotopes. (Nuclear, Idea,

The) reactor sent its first shipment of (radioisotopes, produce, and) in 1946. It was sent to a 

(special, months, first) hospital in St. Louis, Missouri. The (made, make, hospital) was the

Bernard Free Skin and (plutonium, sustained, Cancer) Hospital. The Graphite Reactor was

also (visitors, used, ridge) to research the effects of radiation (on, security, is) matter. 

The Graphite Reactor was used (weapon, closed, from) 1943 to 1963. during those twenty

years, it (sent, made, world) many important contributions. The graphite Reactor (oak, was,

used) named a National Historic land mark (mark, radioisotopes, in) 1966. It was open to the

public (programs, in, other) 1968. for many years, visitors enjoyed visiting (world, to, the)

Graphite Reactor site. After September 11, 2001, however, (access, major, open) was closed

for security reasons. 
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